
"All researchers working in the tropics or who attempt to
follow tropical literature will find it essential reading."

GH Orians, Nature

Journal of Tropical Ecology
Editor: David M. Newbery, University of Stirling

Journal of Tropical Ecology, first published in
1985, has now become a major international ecological
journal. Attractively printed with excellent quality
illustrations and tables, it examines the special problems
of tropical environments and their proper
management. The breadth and quality of papers, the
format and price, are also aimed to stimulate the
research activities of young ecologists in tropical
nations.

Published quarterly by Cambridge University Press,
the journal is for all those interested in the biology of
the tropics-agriculturalists, foresters, developmental
planners, conservationists, and wildlife biologists.

Subscription Information
Journal of Tropical Ecology is published six times
a year in January, March, May, July, September and
November. Volume 13 in 1997: £126 for institutions;
£51 for individuals; £32 for individuals from less
developed countries (except Mexico); prices include
delivery by air. ISSN 0266-4674.
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Introducing...

Bird
Conservation
International
Published for BirdLife International

An important journal of
international conservation
Bird Conservation International is a quarter-
ly journal focusing on the major conservation
issues affecting birds—especially globally threat-
ened species — and their habitats. The official
journal of BirdLife International, it provides
stimulating, international and up-to-date cov-
erage of bird conservation topics critically
important in today's world.

Aims
The journal publishes original papers and re-
views dealing with all aspects of the conserva-
tion of birds in the wild and their habitats. It
seeks to promote worldwide research and con-
servation action to ensure the protection of
birdlife and fragile environments. •

Why you should read Bird
Conservation International
With original papers and reviews, Bird Con-
servation International will keep you informed
about endangered bird species, habitat de-
struction, wildlife trade and recent scientific
research findings. In addition, much of the
journal's published material has its origins in
BirdLife's Red Data Book research programme
(used by governments and environmental de-
cision makers worldwide) and its conservation
programme of field projects.

Essential reading for:
• ornithologists

• conservationists

• ecologists

• international researchers

Subscription Information
Bird Conservation International is published
quarterly in March, June, September and De-
cember. Volume 7 in 1997: £80 for institutions;
£38 for individuals; £31 for members of the
World Bird Club; prices include delivery by air.
ISSN 0959-2709.
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Announcing an important new journal...

Environment and
Development Economics

Published in association with the Beijer Institute, Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

Editor: Charles Perrings, University of York

Aims and Scope
The aim of Environment and Development
Economics is to provide a forum for the results
ofthegrowingbodyofresearch into thelinkages
between economic development and
environmental change. It publishes papers
addressed equally to the research and policy
communities and is designed to be accessible to
a broad readership. The journal will publish
not only scientific papers in a section on theory
and applications but also environmental policy
discussion papers published in a regular Policy
Options section. Each issue will include non-
technical summaries of all papers in these two
sections, and regular book reviews and review
essays.

Recent contents
Environmental and trade policies: some
methodological lessons
V. KERRY SMITH AND J. ANDRESS ESPINOSA

Macroeconomic policies, second best theory
and the environment
M . MUNASINGHE AND K. G . MALER

Natural resource degradation effects of poverty
and the population growth are largely policy-
induced: the case of Colombia
J. HEATH & H. BINSWANGER

Measuring sustainable development: progress
on indicators
D. PEARCE, K. HAMILTON AND G. ATKINSON

Coverage includes:
• optimal environmental regulation and
incentives in a development context

• the valuation of environmental resources
in developing countries and incentives in
environmental policy

• environmental effects of institutional change

• modelling interdependent economic and
environmental processes

Subscription Information
Published quarterly in February, May, July and
October. Volume 2:1997: £81 institutions; £42
individuals. Airmail included. Special
arrangements exist for subscribers in most low-
income countries. ISSN 1355-770X.
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JMBA
Essential reading for all marine scientists

"This should be in every marine biology collection and all other biology research collections"
MAGAZINES FOR LIBRARIES

Why you should read JMBA
• JMBA is a leading journal in the field of

marine biology

• JMBA is an important forum for current
research, providing a means of
communication between you and others
working in your field

• JMBA keeps you up-to-date with the latest
findings and opinions of experts in the field

• JMBA gives you full coverage and
knowl edge of the subject by bringing
together all aspects of marine biology in
one publication

Subscription
JMBA, Volume 77, 1997 is published quarterly in
February, May, August and November: £216;
prices include delivery by air. ISSN 0025-3154,

Hrake a closer look FREE! cnc "~l
• Please send me a FREE sample copy of

JMBA
Name

Published for the Marine Biological Association
of the United Kingdom, JMBA is a key publica-
tion in the field. Presenting original research
papers on all aspects of marine biology, it focuses
on current international research developments
and features much of the pioneering work taking
place today on major issues concerning marine
organisms and their environment. There is rapid
publication of short communications.

International Scope
The Editorial Board of JMBA includes members
from the UK, Europe, North America, Japan and
Australia and the journal contains papers
received from authors from many countries, cov-
ering all major facets of marine biology. Local
studies focus on the seas and shores around
Europe and the North Atlantic. Distribution of
the Journal is worldwide.

Comprehensive Coverage
JMBA covers a wide range of current topics in
marine biology and marine related global
problems including:

• physiology and experimental biology

• chemical and physical oceanographic work
which relates closely to the biological
environment

• biodiversity

• ecological surveys and population studies of
oceanic, coastal and shore communities

• taxonomy, morphology and life history of
marine animals and plants

• rapidly developing techniques employed at
sea for the sampling, recording, capture and
observation of marine organisms, and
chemical analyses of sea water
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Send to: Journals Marketing Department, Cambridge
University Press, FREEPOST*, The Edinburgh Building,
Cambridge, CB2 IBR, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1223 325806 Fax: *44 (0)1223 315052
('No postage scamp required if posted within UK)

In USA, Canada & Mexico, write to: Cambridge
University Press, 40 West 20th Street, New York,
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Environmental Conservation - Instructions for Authors

Environmental Conservation is an international quarterly journal
which welcomes
• subject reviews (normally < 12 000 words),
• research papers (up to 10000 words; <4000 for rapid processing),
• guest editorials/comments (<1000 words),
• meeting reports (< 1000 words), and
• book reviews (< 1000 words),
relevant to scientifically-based conservation of the Earth's environ-
ment. The main criteria for acceptance of subject reviews and re-
search papers are originality, scientific rigour, comprehensiveness,
appeal to a wide readership, and acceptability of style. Research
papers may be in the form of experimental, monitoring or other
quantitative studies; case histories are also acceptable. Submission
of material implies that it is original, has not been published in more
than abstract form, is not being considered for publication elsewhere
and that, if published in Environmental Conservation, copyright will
be vested in the Foundation for Environmental Conservation. It is
further understood that any regulations or obligations pertaining to
acquisition and dissemination of the data have been complied with,
and that the underlying work has been conducted in an environ-
mentally and socially responsible manner. Research papers and sub-
ject reviews will be stringently refereed, and actively edited where
necessary.

Initial presentation of typescripts
Typescripts (no diskette version at this stage) must be double-
spaced with wide margins, in English (spelling to follow The Concise
Oxford Dictionary, 9th Edition, 1995, ISBN 0 19 861319 9) and
submitted in triplicate together with one set of originals of any il-
lustrations. Submissions are to be sent directly to the Editor, who
will normally acknowledge receipt, but cannot be held responsible
for safety in transit. The Editor will upon request provide a cost
estimate for improving the English of a text and restyling it as
necessary. A case for rapid processing of a paper should be made at
submission and assumes appropriate length and style. The first page
must include in the following order the title, name(s) of author(s),
address(es), six keyword entries, a suggested running head, contact
information for quick communication with the corresponding
author (telephone, facsimile, and email if used) and a word count. It
is assumed that contact details are publishable, unless the author at
submission expressly asks that they are not to be. The second page
must bear a Summary < 5 % of the paper's word count which, inde-
pendently of the main text, succinctly expresses the purpose,
methods, results and implications of the study. A research paper will
normally have such sections as: Introduction, Methods (details of
study area, analyses, sources of data), Results, Discussion,
Acknowledgements and References. The sections should accord-
ingly be so ordered. A subject review should have sections appro-
priate to the topic addressed, but any methods and sources should
preferably be detailed in a separate section.

Text styles . •
A recent issue of the journal from Volume 23 onwards should be
consulted for style. Units, symbols and related matters are based on
the CBE Manual Scientific Style and Format (6th Edition, 1994,
ISBN 0 521 47154 0). Uncommon currencies should at first mention
have a US$ exchange rate (e.g. '£1=US$1.55, December 1995').
Authors presenting equations are advised to use software available
for the purpose. Common names of organisms should at first men-
tion be accompanied by their full scientific names based on authori-
tative texts. Scientific names of genera, species and subspecies, but
not of higher groups, words foreign to the English language and
others suitable for italicization should be underlined, even if typed

in actual italics. Points listed for emphasis should be given as 'bullet'
points (as exemplified above), unless specific numbering or lettering
is essential. Footnotes will not normally be used.

References
A recent issue of Environmental Conservation from Volume 23 on-
wards will give examples of most items of stylization. All References
must be cited in the text, with three or more authors being
represented as let al.\ Where a Reference is not to a recognized
periodical or substantive book, but rather to, e.g., an official docu-
ment, internal technical or consultancy report, greater flexibility
may be exercised. Submitted and otherwise unpublished papers
should be mentioned in the text only (e.g. 'Harrison & Polunin, un-
published data 1996', or 'Harrison, personal communication 1996').
The chief criterion for correct referencing is that a reader be pro-
vided with the information necessary to find the item cited.
References which are not strictly necessary for an argument should
be omitted.

Figures and Tables
There should be no duplication of data amongst text, Figures and
Tables. All Figures and Tables must be referred to in the text using
Arabic numerals in order of use. Figures must be identified on the
back with the first author's name and Figure number. Figures must
be succinct but clear, necessary and ready for reproduction;
photographs must be especially so. Maps must bear scales and pho-
tographs should include some indication of scale. Colour illus-
trations are acceptable if they significantly enhance the text, but
authors will be charged for their publication. Figure legends
('captions') should be listed separately from the Figures, while
Tables should be presented one per page complete with headings.
Figure legends and Table headings should be comprehensive and
incorporate any statistical, scale, key, symbol and other reference
details necessary for understanding the information involved (see
CBE Manual cited above).

Resubmission of revised typescripts
Authors can expect normally to have their paper returned to them,
with comments of both referees and the Editor. Resubmitted type-
scripts should be in duplicate with one set of originals of any new or
revised illustrations. These should be accompanied by a letter de-
tailing how substantive points raised have now been addressed and
by IBM-compatible file(s) on a diskette labelled with details of
machine, operating system and word-processing software used.
Acceptance of a paper for publication in Environmental Conservation
will normally be confirmed when any outstanding points have been
clarified with the Editor, and a copyright transfer form will then be
issued for the author(s) to sign.

Proofs and offprints
Corresponding authors of subject reviews and research papers will
receive 25 free offprints (5 for comments). Proofs and offprint order
forms will be sent to corresponding authors of subject reviews,
research papers and guest editorials/comments. Only typographical
errors should normally be corrected at proof stage. Any substantial
alterations of content for other reasons must be referred to the Editor.

Dr N.V.C. Polunin, Editor, & Dr Gillian Wilson, Editorial
Assistant, Environmental Conservation, Department of Marine
Sciences & Coastal Management, University of Newcastle,
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 7RU, UK.
[Tel +44 191 222 6675/6661 Fax +44 191 222 7891
email n.polunin@ncl.ac.uk]
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